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ABSTRACT
schema So far, relational database technology and semantic
modeling
have evolved almost separately
In practice,
however, some of the better known semantic database
systems have been implemented on top of existing relational
systems [Ca83,TsZa84]
This has lead to a need for
estabhshmg and understandmg connections between semantic
models and the relational model The present paper IS a first
attempt to formally investigate this connection

The connection between semantic database models and
the relational model IS formally mvestlgated using the Iris
Data Model, which has been implemented using relational
database techniques
The results focus on propertles of
relational schemas that are translations of Iris schemas Two
new types of con&ram&
cross-product
constramts
and
multlphclty
constramts are introduced to characterme the
relational
translations
of Iris schemas
The connection
established between Iris and relational schemas also yields
mformation
about Iris schemas
In
new, unexpected
particular, a notion of equivalence of Iris schemas 1s defined
using their relational translations, and a result IS obtained nn
slmphfymg the type structure of Iris schemes
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The semantic model we use 1s the Irks Data Model, a
typical semantic model developed and partially Implemented
at Hewlett-Packard
Laboratories
usmg relational database
techniques
Our approach IS based on defining formally a
translation
of Iris schemas mto relational
schemas and
characterizing
the relational schemas correspondmg to Iris
schemas Estabhshmg this formal correspondence has several
slgnlficant benefits

Introduction
The special properties
of relational
translations
of
semantic schemas are identified and can be used to
obtain more efficient lmplementatlons

Relational
database technology
and semantic data
modeling have been two maJor areas of database research In
recent years
Relational
database technology 1s based on
sohd theoretical
grounds,
and It 1s understood
what
constitutes
a well-designed
relatlonal
database schema
Semantic data modeling, on the other hand, provides a rich
set of data abstraction
prlmltlves
which can capture
addltlonal
semantics of the application
in the database

Semantic database interfaces can be constructed for
databases
satisfying
certain
existing
relational
condltlons which are described
Questions concerning the semantic model can be reformulated
m terms of the relational
model, where
powerful theoretical tools are already available
Relatlonal translations of semantic models can be used
to compare different semantic schemaa and address
issues such as equivalence and slmphficatlon of semantic
schemas

(*) This author was supported m part by the NSF under grant
number IST-85115S8
An Informal present&Ion based on an earher versmn of this
paper was given at the Pre-VLDB Symposmm in BelJmg, Chum
(1980) No portlon of this paper appeared m prmt

The
results
obtained
m this
paper focus on
understanding the properties of relational translations of Iris
schemes After estabhshmg the formal mapping between Iris
schemas and relational
schemas, we characterize
the
relational schemas which are translations of Iris schemas m
terms of the constramts they satisfy
The constraints used
are unary mcluslon dependencies and two new types of
constramts
called “multlphclty
constramts”
and “crossproduct constramts”
While It IS shown that there LS no
finite
axlomatlzatlon
for such constramts,
a powerful
mferencmg
The mferencmg
mechanism
1s exhibited
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IS novel m that

It mvolves

a set of equations

associated with the constramts, and IS more powerful than
any finite set of tradltlonal
mference rules
Relational
translations of Iris schemas are then mvestlgated with respect
to Normal Forms It IS shown that such translations are not
generally m Boyce-Codd Normal Form due to the presence of
unexpected
“side-effect”
functlonal
dependencies
A
restriction on Iris schemas IS then Inferred, which guarantees
that their relational
translations
are m BCNF and have
addItIona
desirable
properties
Moreover,
the same
restrlctlon IS shown to guarantee that a certain fimte set of
inference
rules for the constraints
m the relational
translations IS sound and complete

The Iris Data Model 1s based on obJects, types, and
funct%ons2 Objects represent thmgs and concepts from an
application environment, types are sets of objects that share
common propertles,
and functions
define propertles
of
obJects
The model dlstmgmshes between hteral obJects and
non-literal
objects LIteral ObJects include Integers, reals,
booleans, and strmgs They are directly representable
Nonliteral obJects correspond to obJects from the apphcatlon
environment that cannot be represented directly m external
form For example, non-hteral obJects can model persons,
departments, and bank accounts

Fmally, relational transactions are used to obtain new
insight
mto properties
of Iris schemas
A notion of
eqmvalence of Iris schemas IS defined based on their
relational translations
This IS then used to obtain a result
on slmphfymg the type structure of Iris schemas Other
investigated,
such as non-trlvlal
issues are briefly
satlsfiablhty
of Iris schemas, localeness of Iris schemas,
hidden type ahasmg, and hldden restrictions
on the
cardmahty of types of Iris schemes

Types are umquely named sets of obJects The types
Integer, Real, Boolean, and Strmg are called hteral types
Non-hteral
types contam obJects mternally represented by
surrogates Types may overlap, for example, an obJect which
represents a given person may be an mstance of the types
Employee, Taxpayer, and SubscrIber
In the graphical representation of an Iris schema, hteral
types are denoted by squares and non-literal types by circles
Both hteral and non-hteral nodes are labeled Below, the
literal type Integer and the two non-literal types Person and
Department are shown

The paper consists of five sectlons, of which the first 1s
the Introduction
In Section 2 the Iris Data Model IS
Introduced,
and Iris schemas are formally
defined
The
mappmg between Iris schemas and relational schemas, and
the characterlzatton
of relational translations are exhibIted m
Section 3, as well as the notion of equivalence of Iris schemas
and the result on type slmphficatlon
Sectlon 4 contams the
results on inference rules for the constramts of relational
translations of Iris schemas, and on Normal Forms Fmally,
Section 5 contams concludmg remarks
Due to space hmitatlons,
results are presented mformally
the proofs, are omitted
2

The Iris Data

Integer

Person

Department

cl

0

0

Non-hteral types are organized m a type structure that
supports generallzatlon
and speclahratlon
[SmSm77] The
type structure represents subtypejsupertype
relatlonshlps
If
a given type 1s a subtype of another type (represented by a
directed edge from the subtype to the supertype), then all the
mstances of the subtype are also Instances of the supertype
In the example below, the type Person IS the supertype of the
type Instructor

some of the definitions and
and many detculs, as well as

Model

Person

0

The Iris Data Model falls mto the general category of
semantic data models that supports high-level structural
abstractlons as well as behavioral abstractions
We chose this
model mainly because it supports modeling constructs that
are common to a large class of semantic models and because
It has been implemented
using relational techniques The
roots of the model can be found m previous work on Daplex
[Sh81] and Its extensions
[Ku83], the Taxis language
[MyBeWo80],
and earlier work at HP Laboratories on the
Integrated Data Model [BeFe83]

T

6
lnstruclor

A given type may have multiple subtypes The subtypes
be overlappmg and they do not necessardy partltlon
supertype A type may also have multiple supertypes In
case, each obJect of the subtype must belong to all
supertypes

An Iris schema 1s defined as a directed graph together
with a set of constraints
(The graphlcal representation of Iris

Propertles of obJects are expressed m terms of functions,
which are defined over types A function may have any
number of argument and result types For example, the
function

schemas 1s Inspired by Entity-RelationshIp
diagrams and
Nilsen diagrams ) The model we describe IS close to the
subset of the full Iris model’ supported by the Iris Version
prototype
system
experimental
20
prototype,
an
Hewlett-Packard
LaboratorIes
The
implemented
at
presentation emphasizes structural abstractlons rather than
behavloral abstractlons
AddItIonal
mformatlon
descrlbmg
the Iris Data Model can be found m [DeKeLy85, LyKe86,
F187]

’ The model described m this paper
actual Iris Data Model (*s It IS currently

differs shghtly
defined

may
the
that
the

Assignment

Instructor

1s defined on Instructor
and Semester

-> Course x Semester

obJects and returns

pairs of Course

obJects

The Iris functions
consldered m this paper3 are
implemented by stormg the graphs of the functions
They
may possibly be multi-valued
and are therefore not functions

from the

’ Types
(LyKe86]

and functmns

are themselves

represented

as obJects

’ In addltlon to functmns whose graphs are stored, the Iris Data
Model supports derwed functmns
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m +,he matbematlcal
sense Rather, they are relations defined
Over the cross-products of their argument and result types

Lower and upper object partlclpatlons,
which are
referred to as partrcrpatron conatramts, can be defined for any
subset of the argument and result roles of a function
Thus,
a partlclpatlon
constraint on the two roles Instructor and
Semester m the function Assignment can hmlt mstructors to
teach at most three courses per semester

A function 1s graphlcally represented by a labeled edge
that connects two cross-product vertices The cross-product
vertex m which the function edge orlgmates IS connected to
all the types m the domain of the function and the crossproduct vertex m which the function edge termmates 1s
connected to all the types m the range of the function The
function Assignment 1s Illustrated below

Assignment

Assignment
Semester

x Mother/Person

-> Chdd/Person

In addition to supporting semantic integrity
control,
constraints
are
important
for
query
participation
optlmlzatlon
and orgamzatlon of data on physical storage
devices

Father
Children

4Y

Child

We can now define an Iris schema Formally, an Iris
schema IS a directed, labelled graph together with a set of
partlclpatlon
constraints
The graph specifies the types,
functions, and subtype/supertype
relatlonshlps defined for a
given Iris database
The set of constraints
specifies the
partlclpatlon
constramts imposed on the roles and functions
of the graph The defimtlon given below 1s closely related to
the formal defimtlon of the IF0 model [AbHu84]

1

I

I

If a role name 1s not exphcltly
name of the associated type

specified It defaults

to the

A function 1s defined not only on the types exphcltly
mentloned m the function defimtlon, but also on the subtypes
of those types
This 1s referred to as mherltance
For
example, the function Chddren defined on Person objects are
automatically
defined on Instructor objects

Deflnltlon
An Irrs schema 1s an ordered pan (G, C) where
G = (V, E) 1s a directed graph such that
V IS the disjoint union of three sets L (labeled literal
type vertices), N (labeled non-bteral type vertices), and
X (cross-product vertices),

In order to capture the precise semantics of a given
apphcatlon,
a data model should support the dlstmctlon
between multi-valued
and smgle-valued functions and partial
and total functions In the Iris Data Model, the more general
concept of obyct parttctpatron serves that purpose As an
example, consider the function
MaJor

E 1s the disJomt union of three sets F (labeled function
edges), R (labeled role edges), and S (speclahzatlon
edges),
a function edge connects two cross-product vertices, a
role edge connects a literal or non&era1 type vertex
and a cross-product vertex, and a speclahzatlon edge
connects two non-literal type vertices,

Student -> Department

which IS typically partial (1 e , a student 1s not required to
have a major) and single-valued (1 e , a student has at most
one myor)
These requirements can be defined m the Iris
schema by speclfymg a lower ob)ect portmpahon
(LOP) of
zero and an upper obyct parttcrpatzon (UOP) of one for
obJects playmg the Student role m the function MaJor
Major

Course, Semester lO,l]

When several partlclpatlon
constramts are defined on
the same function It IS important to ensure that they are
consistent with each other The partlclpatlon
constraints
defined on derived functlons4
are determined
by the
partlclpatlon
constraints defined on the functions from which
they are derived

In order to be able to dlstmgulsh the different roles from
one another, the roles are umquely labeled Graphically, this
IS represented by labels on the edges from the type vertices to
the cross-product vertices

Persol

Instructor,

LOP values are restricted to zero and one, UOP values
must be posltlve mtegers or the special value co If a
partlclpatlon
constraint has not been exphcltly specified for a
given subset of roles m a function It 1s assumed to be [O,w]
(1 e , partlclpatlon
1s not restricted)
For literal types with
mfimte domains, e g , Integer, Real, and String, the LOP
must be zero

The ObJects that are interrelated
by a function play
certain roles m that function
In Assignment, for example,
one obJect plays the role of an Instructor, another obJect
Plays the role of a course, and a third object plays the role of
a semester In some functions, oblects of the same type may
play different roles The function Chddren, defined below, 1s
an emnPle of a function in which obJects of one type play
three different roles
Father/Person

Semester [0,3]

Furthermore,
the requirement that an instructor can teach a
given course only once per semester can be expressed by the
following participation
constraint

Course

Children

Instructor,

the speclahzatlon
of G, and

edges determine

an acyclic subgraph

the labels of the type vertices are distinct, the labels of
the function edges are distinct, and the labels of the role
edges connected to the two cross-product vertices of a
given function are distinct,

Student [O,l]

The LOP specifies the munmum number of times each
Student obJect must partlclpate
m the relation defined by
Major
Smce the LOP IS zero, a Student obJect 1s not
required to be related to a Department obJect The UOP
specifies the maxlmum number of times each Student obJect
can partlclpate
m the relation defined by MaJor Smce the
UOP 1s one, a Student object can be related to at most one
Department object

and C IS the collection
6

for each function

of sets C,, f m F, such that
edge f, C, 1s a set of expressions X[l, u],

’ We do not describe derived or computed functions m this
paper
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where O<l<l, 1411 Q 00, and X 1s a subset of the labels
of the set of role edges connected to the two crossproduct vertrces off

Enrollment
Enrollment
Enrollment
Enrollment

An mstance of an Irrs schema 1s defined m the obvrous
manner types are mapped to sets of obJects and functrons
are mapped to relatrons

Course,
Student,
Student,
Student,

Semester [1,24] (C6)
Semester [0,5] (C7)
Course [0,3] (C6)
Course, Semester [OJ] (C9)

Each course must be offered every semester and the class
sizes cannot exceed a maximum of 24 students (C6), students
are hmrted to five courses per semester (C7), they are
allowed to enroll m the same course up to three times (CB),
but only once m a grven semester (C9)

We now illustrate the Irrs model by descrrbmg a schema
of an example database
The database IS used by an
educatronal mstrtutron to keep track of students, courses,
mstructors, enrollments, and teachmg assignments

Instructors
are assigned
following restrrctions

Example
2 1 The Iris schema of the example database
contams five non-literal
types Person, Instructor,
Student,
Course, and Semester, together wrth the bteral type Strmg
Person obJects represent people affiltated to the educatronal
mstltutlon,
such as students and mstructors
The types
Student and Instructor
are subtypes of Person
Student
oblects represent past and current students and Instructor
objects represent past and present teachers The mstances of
the type Course correspond
to courses offered by the
and the instances of the type
educational
mstrtutlon,
Semesters correspond to semesters m which courses have
been offered

Assignment
Assignment

Instructor,
Instructor,

to teach courses under

the

Semester [0,3] (ClO)
Course, Semester [OJ] (Cll)

Constraint
Cl0 prevents an mstructor from teaching more
than three courses per semester, and constramt Cl1 prevents
an mstructor from teaching the same class twice m the same
semester
Semesters have the followmg
Period
Period

two constraints

Semester [l,l] (C12)
From, To [O,l] (C13)

Constramt Cl2 specifies that semesters must have begmnmg
and endmg dates, and constramt Cl3 specrfies that no two
semesters can have the same parr of begmnmg and ending
dates

Properties of the obJects in the example apphcatlon are
captured m the database schema by the followmg functions
Pname Person -> String
Id Person -> String
Cname Course -> String
Enrollment
Student -> Course x Semester x Grade/Strmg
Assrgnment Instructor -> Course x Semester
Period Semester -> From/Strmg
x To/Strmg

Figure 2 1 shows the graphical representatron of the Iris
schema for the educational mstltutlon database Iris schemes
that have many types and functions tend to be comphcated
to represent graphically
However, database interfaces that
support graphical schema representations should allow endusers to selectively view and mampulate small pieces of a
schema
Person

The functions represent the facts that persons have names,
persons have ldentlficatlon
numbers, courses have names,
students obtain grades for the courses m which they enroll on
a per semester basis, mstructors are assigned to courses on a
per semester basis, and semesters have begmnmg and ending
dates, respectively
Many kinds of requirements that are appropriate m an
educational mstltutlon are specified m the database schema
as partlclpatlon
constramts
For example, the requirement

Instructor

{

b

Student

that every person must have at least one name 1s specified by
the constraint

Id

Pname Person [l,co] (Cl)
Assrgnment
Assignment
There are two constramts which specify
person must have a unique ldentrficatlon number

that

\

each
String

Id Person [l,l] (C2)
Id String [O,l] (C3)
Constramt C2 specifies that every person must have exactly
one ldentlficatlon
number Constraint
C3 specifies that a
grven ldentlficatlon
number 1s assigned to at most one person
Course
participation

names usage
constraints

1s also

restricted

by

two

Cname Course [l,l] (C4)
Cname String [O,l] (C5)
Each course 1s reqmred by constraint C4 to have exactly one
course name, and all course names are reqmred by constramt
C5 to be unique
Enrollments of students m courses are restricted by the
following particlpatlon
constraints

Figure

2 1 Graph of Iris Schema for Educational
Example

Instltutlon

The example Iris schema supports queries such as “Who
taught Biology m the Spring of 19837”, “In what courses did
Nancy Shck receive the grade A?“, and “What IS the grade
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point average of the student with ldentlficatlon
23-72397”
Iris queries are specified as Fmd operations
operation has the followmg form
FIND

(x1/T,,

,x,/T,)

number 900-

expression X[< k] where XcR and 1 < k C 00 A relation r
over R satisfies X[< k] if no more than k tuples m r have
identical proJections on X

The Fmd

Thus, a cross-product constraint
attributes of a relation reqmres that
values of those attributes
appear
multlphclty
constramt places an upper
of times each combmatlon may appear

Predicate

The varlables x 1, ,x,, which are called result vanables, have
The result variables are free
types TI, ,T,, respectively
variables m the predicate The predicate may optlonally be
exrstentmlly-quahfied
and contam functions, comparisons of
variables and values, and loglcal connectlves
It IS beyond
the scope of this paper to formally define the Iris query

For example, the relation represented m Figure 3 1
sat&es 0 BC,BC[<l],
AB[<2], and A[<31 It does not satisfy
0 AB or C[<l]
A
0
0
0
1

language
3

Mapping

Irm Schema8

to Relational

Schemae

The J.r~smodel 1s currently Implemented using relatlonal
database techmques Thus, every Iris schema 1s mapped to a
relational schema with appropriate constramts, and every Iris
Instance 1s Implemented
as a correspondmg
relatlonal
Instance
Iris queries are translated mto relational selectproJect-Join queries, and Iris updates become relational
transactions
The usual tools of relatIona databases can be
used to improve schema design, perform query optlmlzatlon,
and mamtam database integrity m the course of updates In
this sectlon we formally examine the correspondence between
Iris schemas and relatlonal schemas We define a mapping5
of Iris schemas to relatronal schemas and characterize all
relatIona
schemas which are translations
of Iris schemas
The relational translation
of Iris schemas 1s then used to
define a simple notion of equivalence of Iris schemas Based
on this notlon of equivalence, we exhlblt a result concermng
slmphficatlon of the type structure of Iris schemas

Figure

A

multlphclty

constramt

C
1
0
0
1
3 1

of Example 2 1 IS represented by a relatlon with attributes
Student, Course, Semester, and Grade Next, subtypmg and
partlclpatlon
constramts
of s mduce constramts
m
RelTrans(s)
Specifically, partlclpatlon
constraints Induces
mtra-relatlonal
cross-product
and multlphclty
constramts,
and subtypmg
(together
with partlclpatlon
constramts)
unary
inclusion
inter-relatlonal
and
intra
Induces
dependencies (a detalled example IS presented later)
We next define formally
the relational
schema
correspondmg to a given Iris schema We ~111carry out the
translation m two stages, denoted RelTrans, and RelTransz
In the first-stage of the translation we ~111 have, m addltlon
to relations
correspondmg
to functions,
one relation
correspondmg to the cross-product of all non-hteral types
The “types” relation 1s not present m the final translation,
but 1s used to more easdy mfer the constramts which must be
relations as a consequence of
satisfied by the “function”
The second stage of
subtypmg and partlclpatlon
constramts
the translation consists of computmg the constramts satisfied
relations and ehmmatmg the “types”
by the “function”
relation

We now define the first stage of the translation

Definltlon
Let s = (G,C)
Then RelTransl(s)
= <S,C>,
schemas

Deilmtion
Let R be a finite set of attributes
A crossproduct constramt over R IS an expression 0 X where XCR
A relation r sat&es
8 X lff II,(r) = ,;xII,(r)
(x 1s the
operations)

B
0
0
1
1

We next describe the mapping of Iris schemas to
relational
schemas
The relational
translation
of an ~rls
schema s ~111 be denoted by RelTrans(s)
Consider an Iris
schema s The mapping 1s based on assoclatmg with each
function edge of s a relation whose attrlbutes are the role
labels of the edges connectmg the two cross-product vertices
of the function edge to correspondmg type vertices
For
instance, the function
Enrollment
Student -> Course x Semester x Grade/Strmg

We first present some basic concepts and notation of the
relational model, which will be used m the rest of the paper
We assume famlharlty with the notions of attrlbute, domain,
tuple, relation over a finite set of attributes, proJectIon of a
relation or a set of constramts on a set of attributes,
functIona
dependency (fd), mclusion dependency (Id) and
Boyce-Codd Normal Form (BCNF), as m [I&83, Ul82) A
relation schema IS a triple
<RelName, R, C> where
RelName IS a symbol called the relation name, R 1s a set of
attributes and C 1s a set of constraints over R A (relational)
database schema IS a pair <S,C> where S 1s a set of relation
schemas with dlstmct names and C a set of Inter-relational
constraints mvolvmg relations m S The logical closure of a
set C of constraints 1s denoted by C* If C consists of fd’s or
unary Id’s, its logical closure can be computed using known
sets of inference rules [Ul82, CFP82]
We ~111 use two types
of constraints
m addition
to fd’s and id’s
These new
constraints arise through the translation of the partlclpat.tlon
constraints of Iris schemas, and are defined next

cross-product

over a subset of the
every combmatton of
m the relation,
a
bound on the number
m the relation

(1)

IS an

(G=(V,E))
be an Iris schema
where S consists of the relation

<f,X&>,
where f 1s a function label m G, X LS the set
of role labels aasoclated with f, and
Cf = {@ Y I YIl,kl

E Cd u

{Y(< k] I Y[n,kl E Cf, nQO,l)),
5 The mapping defined here ,s a sunphficatlon of the mappmg
used by the Iru, prototype lmplementstmn

(11) <types, N, J&pea > where
types m V and
c type, = {[TJ

’ Note that cross-product constramts are specml cases of JOT
dependencies

N 1s the set of non-hteral

c [Tz] 1 T,,Tz E N and a speclahzatlon

edge m E 1s orgmatmg
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and

m T, and ending m Tz}

The mcluslon dependencies, cross-product constramts,
and multlphclty
constramts mduced by RelTrans, are shown
m Figure 3 3

and C 1s the set of Inter-relatlonal
mcluslon dependencies
{[R)c[T]
\ R IS a role label of an edge adJacent to the nonliteral type T} u {[T]c[R]
( T IS a non-hteral type and R a
role label of an edge adjacent to T, and REY for some Y such
that Y [ l,k] E Cr for some function label f and k > 1)

[Instructortype,] C [Persontypea]
[Student,,,,]
E [Personty,,,l
[Personld] C [Persontype,
[Persontypes C IPersond

There IS a straightforward
one-to-one correspondence
between the Instances of an Iris schema s and the Instances of
the relatlonal schema RelTransl(s)
We ormt here the formal
defimtlon of this correspondence

Ptude%,o~~mentl
C lStudenttypell
lCourse~nrohdl
E lCoursetype81

Pemestekdmentl
CPemestertypel
1

While the relatlonal schemas provided by RelTranq are
capable of representmg the same mformatlon as Iris schemas,
they are not entirely satisfactory
because they cannot be
characterized
solely m terms of the kmd of Integrity
constramts used m the schemas This 1s due to the presence
of the “types” relation, which IS dlstmgmshed from the other
relations m that It can not satisfy arbitrary
cross-product
and multlphclty
constramts and plays a special role m the
schema The second stage of the translation eliminates this
mconvemence by removmg the %ypes” relation’ and adding
to the remammg schema the mclusron dependencies which
follow from the presence of the types relation
This 1s defined
next

1C P~ursehothentl

~~O~~~~~ej
0 PersonId

@ COUrSeEnrollmentSemeSte’Enrollment

Definltlon
Let RelTransz be the mapping defined on the
range of RelTranq as follows
For each relational database
in
range(RelTranq),
<s,c>
schema
RelTransz (<S,C>) = <SI,CI> where
(I)

Figure

Notation
Let RelTrans
and RelTrans*

be the composltlon

m C* which
of RelTrans,

Applying RelTranq
produces the “types” relatlon and
the function relations Id and Enrollment dlustrated In Figure
32

(III) The mapping RelTrans describes the correspondence
between Iris schemaa and relatlonal schemas at the logical
level
The actual lmplementatlon
of lrls schemas differs
For instance, a record IS
slightly from this descrlptlon
mamtamed of the oblects which are members of each nonAlso, different
relations
are sometimes
literal
type

types
Instructor

Student

Course

Semester

“clustered”

Em
Person

Student

Figure

Course

3 2 Relations

produced by RelTrans,

(I) While RelTransl
IS a one-to-one mapping
Remarks
from Iris schemas mto relatlonal schemas, RelTrans IS not
one-to-one
Thus, several d&met
lrls schemas can be
mapped to the same relatIona
schema by the RelTrans
mwpw
(11) For each Iris schema s, there IS a strarghtforward
correspondence between the instances of s and the Instances
The correspondence 1s
of the relatlonal schema RelTrans(s)
not one-to-one, because obJects which do not partlclpate
m
any lrm function
are not represented m the relational
translation

Example 3 1 We ~111 show how to translate a sub-part of
the schema defined m Example 2 1 to a correspondmg
relational schema usmg mappings RelTrans, and RelTransz
The lrls sub-schema to be translated contams all the types of
the orlgmal schema, the functions Id and Enrollment, and all
the partlclpatlon
constraints defined on those two functions

Person

3 3 Constramts

Applying RelTransz to the relations and constramts of
Figure 3 2 and Figure 3 3 produces the relatlonal schema of
Figure 3 4 The “types” relation IS ehmmated together with
Notlce how the only mcluslon
all Its mcluslon dependencies
dependency of the schema m Figure 3 4 IS deduced from the
closure of the mcluslon dependencies of Figure 3 3

SI = {<name, X, Cname’> 1
< name, X, Cname> E S,
name # types, and C,,,,’
= C,,, u I$@*)},
and

(11) & 1s the set of Inter-relational
constramts
do not mvolve the relation “types”

c [Semester~~,,~lment]

to Improve performance

Strmg

Semester

Grade

‘The current lrls nnplementatmn
relatmns

produced by RelTrans,
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mamtams types m stored

Defimtlon
Two Iris schemas s1 and sz are eqmvalent
only 1t8 (RelTrans(sl))*
= (RelTrans(sz))*

Fv
Person

Enrollment
1 Student 1I Course
I

I

As a first appbcatlon of the above defimtlon we next
compare different Iris schemas with respect to their type
structure
In particular, It may be of Interest to slmphfy the
type structure of a given Iris schema according to certain
crlterla, such as the number of different types m the schema
This leads to the followmg

String

I

L

I

Definkon
eqmvalent

An Iris schema s 1s type-mmlmal
Iris schema s’ with fewer types

lff there 1s no

1I Semester

1I Grade

1

The followmg result shows that there IS exactly one
type-mmlmal Iris schema eqmvalent to a given Iris schema

I

I

I

3 2 Theorem
If s1 and sz are equivalent,
schemas, then they are isomorphic g

type-mmlmal

Iris

It can be shown that each Iris schema which IS the
translation
SemTrans(r)
of a relational schema r IS typemmlmal
[If G IS the graph whose vertices are the attrlbutes
of r and whose edges correspond to mcluslon dependencies,
the number
of types
m the Iris
translatlon10
1s
1 { v/ v IS a vertex of G, id(v) 2 1, and v IS not on a cycle of
G} 1 +
1 { c~clsamax~malcycleofG}
)
+
sign
( 1 { VI v 1s an isolated vertex of G } I ) ] In particular, we
can use the relational translation of an Iris schema to find an
equivalent Iris schema which 1s type-mmlmal
Indeed, we
have

[St~den~E,,,hentl
C Personkil
8 PersonId

Course,J < l]
Strlngjd[ 6 11

For
S 3 Theorem
SemTrans (RelTrans(s))
Figure

if and

3 4 RelatIonal schema produced by
RelTransl followed by RelTransz

every Iris schema s,
IS equivalent to s and type-mmlma]

In practice, the above results on type mmlmahty can be
used as gmdelmes for deslgnmg the type structure of an Iris
Indeed, It may be the case that the mltlal
schema
breakdown of objects mto types is unnecessarily refined, m
that the schema does not take advantage of certain type
dlstmctlons
In this case some of the types can be merged
Followmg
IS a simple example of a schema where type
slmphficatlon 1s possible due to ahasmg

The followmg result characterizes all relatlonal schemas
which are Images of Iris schemas under the RelTrans
m this sectlon,
the
As suggested earlier
mappw
characterlzatlon
mvolves solely the kinds of constraints
present m the schema
3 1 Theorem
For each relational database schema r whose
only constramts
are unary mcluslon dependencies, crossproduct constramts, and multlphclty
constramts, there exists
an Iris schema s such that RelTrans(s) = r

Example
3 4 The Iris schema represented m Figure 3 5 IS a
fragment of a schema for an academic mstltutlon, where each
student must be asslgned a peer advlsor for each semester of
the academic year
The schema contains the three types
STUDENT,
PEER-ADVISOR,
and SEMESTER
Each peer
advisor IS a student, so PEER-ADVISOR
IS a subtype of
STUDENT
The function HAS-ADVISOR
asslgns a peeradvlsor for every student-semester pair

The proof of Theorem 3 1 consists of findmg a mappmg
which, for every relatIona schema r of the type described m
provides a translation
SemTrans(r)
to a
the theorem,
(semantic) Iris schema such that RelTrans(SemTrans(r))
=
r The mam component of the construction of SemTrans(r)
consists of finding an assignment of attributes
(roles) to
types In particular, one type IS aasoclated with all attrlbutes
belongmg to a cycle of mcluslon dependencies implied by the
constramts of r Consequently, the subtypmg structure of
the resulting
Iris schema IS guaranteed
to be acyclic
Furthermore,
It can be shown that SemTrans(r)
has the
property that hldden type “ahasmg” cannot occur, that IS,
two types of the schema cannot be forced to always contam

a For each relatmnal database schema s, s* denotes the schema
contauung the same relations as s and whose constramts are the
loglcal closure of the constramts of s

the same obJects m every valid Instance of the schema (It
can be verified that, m arbitrary Iris schemas, “ahasmg” can
Indeed
occur,
even though
the orlgmal
sub-typmg
speclficatlon IS acychc - see Example 3 4 )

gIf n ormally, two Iris schemas are lsomorphlc If they are the
same except for the choice of labels We omlt the formal
definltlon here

The mapping of Iris schemas to relational
schemas
provides a new, formal mechamsm for comparmg different
Iris schemas In particular, various notlons of equivalence of
Iris schemas can be defined based on their relatlona]
translations
We next define the simplest such notion of
equivalence

lo If n IS a non-negative Integer then sign(n) = 0 If n = 0 and
sign(n) = llfn > 0
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schemas are not well-behaved
with respect to the above
problems arise
In
goals, and that other unexpected
particular, we show that there 1s no fimte aIuomatlzatlon
for
constraints,
and cross-product
unary
id’s, multlphclty
constramts, and that relatIona translations are not always in
Boyce-Codd
Normal
Form, as was initially
assumed
we do provide a powerful
(but mcomplete)
However,
mferencmg mechamsm for the constramts
The mferencmg
mechamsm 1s novel m that It involves a set of equations
aasoclated with the constramts, and IS more powerful than
Finally, we
any finite set of traditional
inference rules
exhibit a restnction on Iris schemas which guarantees that
they are well-behaved
with respect to all the crlterla

SEMESTER

STUDENT

HAS-ADVISOR

PEER-ADVISOR

b/

STUDENT SEMESTER [l,ca ]
SEMESTER PEER-ADVISOR
[OJ]
Figure

discussed

3 5

We next look at properties of relatIona translations of
arbitrary
Iris schemas, that is, relational
schemas whose
constramts
are arbitrary
sets of unary id’s, multlphclty
constramts, and cross-product constraints
The first problem
we address 1s that of finding inference rules for the
constraints
The followmg result shows that, unfortunately,
there IS no fimte axlomatization
for such constraints

The first partlclpatlon
constraint mdlcates that each student
must be asslgned an advlsor each semester, the second
mdlcates that a peer advisor can only advise one student m a
given semester
It can be easdy verified that, due to these
constraints, each student must also be a peer advlsor
Thus,
the types STUDENT and PEER-ADVISOR
are aliases (they
contam exactly the same obJects)
It follows that PEERADVISOR can be ehmmated as a type and kept simply as a
role edge for students
The resultmg schema (Figure 3 6) IS
equivalent to the first, and 1s type-nnmmal
STLDENT

4 1 Theorem
There IS no finite set of inference rules for
computmg the logical closure of a set of (inter and mtrarelatIonal)
unary mclusion dependencies, (mtra-relatIonal)
cross-product constraints and (mtra-relational)
multlphclty
constraints
While there IS no complete finite axlomatization
for our
constramts, It 1s desirable to have as powerful an Inference
mechanism as possible for such constraints
We next present
an Inference mechanism which uses, m addltlon to tradltlonal
Inference rules, a set of equations associated with the
constraints
It turns out that the inference mechamsm IS as
powerful
as an mfimte set of independent
traditional
inference rules Despite this fact, the mferencmg mechanism
is not complete

SEeMESTER

PEER-ADVISOR

HAS-ADVISOR

STCDENT SEMESTER ,1,30 ]
SEMESTER PEER-ADVISOR
[O,li
Figure

4 Integrity
Constramts
Iris Schemas

Intuitively,
the equations
used m the mferencmg
mechanism express relatlonshlps
between the number of
dlstmct values occurring m different columns of a relation
and the number of tuples m the relation
These equations,
called “cardmahty equations,” are defined next

3 6

m Relational

Translations

Defimtlon
Let s = < S, C > be a relational
database
schema whose constraints
are unary id’s, multlphclty
constraints,
and
cross-product
constraints
Let
k = max { 1 1 X [ Q 1 ] IS a multiplicity
constraint m some
relation schema m S} For each attribute A, let a be a new
symbol The set of symbols associated with s LS

of

In this section we examme m detad the mtegrlty
constramts
induced by Iris schemas on their relatlonal
translations
Since Iris schemas are Implemented
usmg
relatlonal
translations,
such constramts are of paramount
importance
for reasons farmhar from relational
database
theory
Fust, the constramts can be used to mamtam the
semantic integrity of the database, second, they are necessary
for query optlmlzatlon,
and tlnrd, the constraints are used to
verify that the relatIona
schema satisfies the traditIona
crlterla of good relatlonal schema design (m order to avoid
redundancy and update anomahes, and to obtain efficient
implementations)
As shown m the previous
section,
relatIona
translations
of Iris schemas can be characterized
cross-product
dependencies,
inclusion
unary
using
Thus, It IS
and multlphclty
constramts
constramts,
Important
to develop mechamsms for computing logical
closure for these constramts, such as a fimte set of inference
rules
AdditIonally,
it 1s of Interest to infer all functional
dependencies implied by such sets of constraints, m order to
verify that the relatlonal translations
are m normal form
(BCNF)
Suprismgly, our results show that arbitrary
Iris

Symb(s) = { +el ( < rel, R, C, > E S and A E R }

U 1 trel I < 4
UtJ

R,

CO > E S 1

106J6k)

Subscripts are omitted when the relation name 1s understood
The symbol are, represents the number of distinct values m
column A of relation rel, the symbol t,,, stands for the
number of tuples m relation rel
A cardmahty equation over s IS an expression of the
form u < v or u = v, where u and v are finite, non-empty
sequences of symbols m Symb(s) of length at most
max{ [RI 1 <rel,R,C>ES}+l
For
comuder
a
instance,
relation
schema
< rel, AB, { A [ < 2] } > Then t < 2ab and a < b are
examples of cardmahty
equations over this schema
A
relation r over the schema satisfies the equation t < 2ab If
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lnfi

) I) < 2 ) II,(r) ) ) JIB(r) 1 A relatmn r sat&es
a < b If
( II,(r) 1 < ( II,(r) ) We omit here the formal defimtlon of
satlsfactlon
of a cardmahty
equation by an instance of a
database schema, smce this should be clear from the
example
Note that there IS Just a fimte number of
cardmahty equations over a given schema Also, It can be
shown that It IS decidable whether one cardmahty equation
lmphes another cardmahty equation
Indeed, lmphcatlon can
be expressed as a universally quantified sentence m the firstorder language over IPI with multlphcatlon,
<, and = [For
example, the fact that a < b and b ( c Imply a < c 1s
formally written as

1 If [A] G [B] and b < a then [B] E [A]
2
If
A,
A, [ < k]
and
t > ka,
a,
then
@A,
An
3
If
0 A,
A,
and
then
t < a1
4
Al
Let Ct be all the constraints which can be Inferred from
C and EQN*(s) usmg the above rules It 1s easdy seen that
the rules are sound, 1 e , C+ C_C* It 1s of interest to note
that the new constraints generated usmg the inference rules
do not imply new cardmahty equations
Thus, the closure of
the cardmahty
equations never has to be recomputed
Indeed, we have

44 C11

VaVbVc((a<bAb<c)=>a<c)]

4 2 Lemma
Let s be a relational database schema with
unary
Id’s, cross-product
constraints,
and multrphclty
constramts
Let st be the database schema with the same
relations as 8, whose constramts are all the constraints which
can be inferred from the constramts of s usmg lnf
Then
EQN*(s) = EQN*(s+)

The decldablhty of such sentences follows easdy from the fact
that the theory of ordered abehan groups 1s decidable (see
[MO]), so, m particular,
the theory of the ordered rational
numbers with multlphcatlon
IS decidable
(We omit the
details here ) The logical closure of a set E of cardmahty
equations over a schema s 1s denoted by E* and consists of all
cardmahty equatlons over s implied by E

Remark
lnfl U Infi
traditional
an example
replace one

We next show how to associate a set of cardmahty
equations with relational database schemes
Definition
Let s = < S, C > be a relational
database
schema with unary id’s, cross-product
constramts,
and
multlphclty
constraints
Let EQN(s) consist of the followmg
cardmahty equations
(4

for each attribute
IS m EQN(s),

(4

for
A

(III)

A of relation

If 8 AB, [C] c [A], and BC [ < l]
then AB[ < 11, [A] _CICI, and 8 BC

schema rel, t,,, 2 aral
The set EQN of equations associated with @ AB,
[C] C [A], and BC[ < l] IS { t Z ab, c < a, t ( bc } It 1s
easily seen that t < ab, a < c, and t > bc are m EQN*
From t < ab and 8 AB we obtam AB [ < 11, using rule 3 of
lnf,
From a < c and [C] & [A] we obtam [A] C [C] usmg
rule 1 of lnfi
And, from t t bc and BC 1 < 1) we obtam
Q BC using rule 2 of hf,
We have seen that relational translations
of arbitrary
Iris schemas give rise to certain unexpected
problems
concerning axlomatlon of constramts
We now briefly discuss
some addItiona problems arising in this context

each relation
schema rel over attributes
a, IS m EQN(s),
A,, t,l < a1
dependency
inclusion
fo:
each
[A] E [B] of s, a,,, < b,,* 1s m EQN(s), where A and
B are attrlbutes
respectively,

m the relation

(1v)

for each cross-product constraint
relation schema rel, t,,] b a1
and

(VI

for each multlphclty
constraint
a relation schema rel, t,,l < ka,

schemas rel, and rel,,
A, of a
0 A,
a,, IS m EQN(s),
Al

A, [ 6 k] of
a, IS m EQN(s)

(I) Side-effect

fd’e

It IS of interest to know whether or not relatlonal
translations of Iris schemas are m Boyce-Codd Normal Form
Based on mtultlve grounds, tt has so far been assumed that
the only fd’s satisfied m these translations are key fd’s which
arlse from exphcltly constrammg upper-bound partlclpatlons
In other words, given a relatlonal
database s
to 1
correspondmg to an Iris schema, It was assumed that the
only fd’s holding m a relation schema < rel, R, C > of s are
of the form X + R, where X[ ,< l] IS m C We mformally call
all other fd’s which might hold m such a schema side-effect
The mference rule exhlblted m the previous remark
fd’s
shows that side-effect fd’s do m fact exist (since the mferred
constramt AB ( ( l] lmphes that AB IS a key) However, the
slde-effect fd produced m the remark does not violate BCNF
We now show that there are side-effect fd’s which violate
BCNF

Note that EQN(s) IS associated to the entlre database
schema s, not Just to mdlvldual relation schemas
We next exhibit our set of inference rules, denoted by
Inf The set Inf consists of two parts The first part, denoted
by InfI,
contams
inference
rules which
involve
only
constramts
The second part, denoted by lnfi, describes how
new constramts
can be inferred
from constraints
m
conJunction with equations m EQN*(s)
We now hst these
rules (X and Y denote subsets of the attrlbutes of a relation
schema)

lnf,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

As stated earlier, the set of inference rules
can replace an Infinite
set of independent
inference rules for our constraints
We now give
that shows how our rules mvolvmg equations can
tradltlonal inference rule Consrder the rule

For each attribute A, ]A] c [A] and @ A
For each set X of attributes, X [ < 00 ]
R [ < 11, where < rel, R, C > IS m the database schema
If (A] c [B] and [B] C [C] then [A] c (C]
If X [ < k] and X & Y then Y [ < k]
If 8 X and Y c X then @ Y
If X [ < k] and n ) k then X 1 < n]

4 3 Example
Consider a relation schema with attributes
ABCDEF
and constramts
{ 0 AC,
Q AD,
@ BC,
@CD,
@CE,
@DF,
AC(61],
AD[61],
8 BD,
E[<2],
F[<2]
)
CD(<l],
BC[<l],
BD[<l],
It can be shown that the fd A -+ B must then hold m every
mstance of the schema
Thus A + B IS a side-effect fd
vlolatmg BCNF
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Obviously, it 1s of Iiterest to mfer all fd’s satisfied by
relational translations of Iris schema.5 However, no fimte set
of inference rules exists for computmg the fd’s implied by the
constramts mvolved m the relational translations
(11) Non-trlvlal

There IS no sequence < rel,, R,, &,
>, 1 6 I 6 n, of
dlstmct
relation
schemas of S, and attributes
B,, such that A, E R,, B, E R,
AI
4, BI
for each I (1 < 16 n), [Ad L [B,+J (1 < 1 < n),

[A,1C PII, and4 f %

eatlefiablhty

Informally,
condition
(II) states that two dlstmct
attributes of the same relation cannot be “connected” using
the inter-relational
mcluslon dependencies of the schema

Clearly, each set of unary Id’s, cross-product constraints
and multlphclty
constramts
1s trlvlally
satisfiable
by a
database Instance conslstmg of a single tuple m each relation
We call a database schema non-trlvlally
satisfiable If It has
(Thus, the
instances other than the single-tuple instance
orlgmal lrls schema has Instances contammg more than one
object m each type ) It can be seen that there are relational
translations
of lrls schemas which are not non-tnvlally
satisfiable
Some of these schemas can be detected using the
associated set of equations EQN
(Indeed, If a = 1 1s in
EQN* for every attrlbute A, then the only mstance of the
schema IS the smgle tuple Instance ) However, It can be
shown that there are schemas which are not non-trlvlally

For instance, the schema of Example 3 1 (Figure 3 4)
restrlcted

The formulation of the above restriction m terms of Iris
schemas IS slmllar and 1s onutted
(Recall that a constraint
of the type X[ 6 k ] corresponds m to an Iris upperpartlclpatlon
k for X, while 8 Y corresponds to lower
participation
one for Y )
We next show that the restrlctlon
proposed on
relational schemas ehmmates the problems encountered m
unrestricted
schemas
The followmg result concerns fimte
axlomatleatlon
for restricted database schemas

satisfiable, but this cannot be detected usmg the equations
Such a schema can be obtained from the schema m Example
4 3 by adding 8 Al3 to Its constramts
(III)

Type

cardmahty

4.4 Theorem
The set of inference rules Infi 1s sound and
complete for restricted relational database schemas
Note that the rules of lnfl do not involve the set of
equations associated with the schema Thus lnfi 1s a proper
finite
axlomatlzatlon
for the constraints
of restrlcted
schemas

restrictlone

Some Iris schemas imply restrlctlons on the maxlmum
number of obJects of a given type This can be seen from the
fact that, m relatIona
translations
of lrls schemas, the
associated set of equations may Imply constramts such as
a < k for some attribute A For Instance, consider the set of
constramts { 8 AB, B [ 6 51 } It 1s easily seen that a < 5 1s
lmphed by the equations
associated with this set of
constramts
Thus, the A column can contam at most 5
distinct values, and the type correspondmg to the role A m
the orlgmal Iris schema may contam at most 5 obJects

The next result concerns the kssue of side-effect fd’s and
BCNF
4 6 Theorem
Each reiatlon schema < rel, R, C > of a
restricted
relational
database
schema IE m BCNF
Furthermore,
a non-trivial
fd X + A holds m the relation
schema off X[ < l] E C
In particular,
there are no side-effect
relational database schemas

(IV) Non-localness

fd’s m restricted

Finally, restricted schemas do not give rise to problems
satlsfiablhty,
localness,
or type cardmahty
concerning
constramts
Indeed, the followmg can be shown

We call an Iris schema local off the participation
constramts for different functions are independent
It can be
seen (using relational translations)
that not all Iris schemas
are local
Thus, participation
constramts for one function
may imply partlclpatlon
constraints for another function
This phenomenon can be undesirable and may lead to
complications
In the remainder of the section we present a restriction
on Iris schemas and their relational
translations
which
guarantees that the schemas are well-behaved with respect to
all the criteria
dlscussed so far, m particular
finite
axlomatlzatlon
and normal forms
Clearly, different such
restrlctlons can be found The one we present here has the
advantage of bemg relatively weak and the disadvantage of
being rather complicated
However, a variety of simpler (but
stronger) restrlctlons can easily be inferred from the one we
present
We now formulate
our restriction
in terms of
relational schemas The restrlctlon has two components
one
mvolvmg
the mtra-relatIona
constramts,
and a second
mvolvmg the inter-relatIona
mcluslon dependencies

(1)

Each restricted relatIona
trlvmlly satisfiable

(11)

Each restricted relational
(I e , the constramts m
relation schema < rel, R,
and thus can be computed

(111)

Let s be a restricted relational database schema, for
each integer n there exists an mstance of E such that
each column of a relation m the schema has at least
n dlstmct
values
Thus, no type cardmahty
constramts are implied by the constramts of the
schema

5

database

schema IS non-

database schema E IS local
s* which apply to a given
Crel > of s are equal to Cz,,
locally )

Conclusions

A forma1 framework for understandmg the connection
between semantic data models and the relational model was
developed m this paper The translation of lrls schemas to
relatlonal
schemas was shown to give rise to constramts
different
than those usually
encountered
m relational
databases
The results obtained so far concern mostly these
types of constramts and then connection with tradItIona
Norma1 Forms mvolvmg fd’s The forma1 approach to these
problems reveals that they are more complex than was
assumed orlgmally based on mtmtlve grounds For Instance,
relatlonal
translations
of Iris schemas are not alwavs m

Defimtlon
A relational database schema < S, C > whose
constramts are unary id’s, multlphclty
constramts and crossproduct constraints 1s restrlcted If the followmg conditions
hold
(1)

IS

For each relation schema < rel, R, C,,, > m S, If
X [ < k ] and 0 Y are m Crel and [A] c [B] where
A E X and B E Y, then Y c X, and
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BCNF, as was expected, due to the presence of “side-effect”
fd’s, and the constramts of these schemas are not fimtely
axlomatizable
Other
subtle problems
concerning
Iris
schemas were also brought to hght, such as type ahasmg,
trivIaI
satlsfiabdlty,
and non-localness
The restnctlon
exhibIted on schemas provides guidelines as to how such
problems can be avoided when deslgmng Iris schemas
The Iris model only contains simple constructs common
to most semantic models However, the techmques developed
for Iris provide mslght mto the problems arlsmg when more
complex constructs are allowed m the semantic model For
Instance, semantic schemas allowmg types winch are rhsJomt
muons or cross-products
of types give rise to relational
constramts for which the lmphcatlon problem IS undecidable
(Indeed,
speclahzatlon
mvolvmg
types that are crossmclusion
products
of types gives rise to non-unary
dependencies which, m conJunction with fd’s induced by
lead
to
undecidatuhty
of
particlpatlon
constraints,
lmphcatlon (see [ChVa83]), in the case of disJomt unions of
subtypes, the equations associated with the schema Involve
multlphcatlon
as well as addition, so lmphcatlon mrti. es the
theory of integers with addition and multlphcatlon,
which ls
undecidable [Mo76] ) In particular, it 1s undecidable whether
relational translations of such schemas are m BCNF, whether
they are non-trlvlally
satisfiable, whether ahasmg occurs, or
whether type cardmahty
restrlctlons
are lmphed
Such
results
provide
new mslght
mto trade-offs
between
expressiveness and tractatuhty of semantic schemas
Several questIons concernmg Iris schemas which were
not mentioned m tins paper can frmtfully
be translated In
relatlonal
terms
One such problem IS computmg the
partlclpatlon
constraints
for derived functions
Another
problem IS determmmg whether a given Iris schema allows all
ObJects of non&era]
types to be uniquely ldentlfied using
literal types and J.rls queries
(In relatIona
terms, this
corresponds to findmg a select-project-Join
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